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6.2-GHz modulated terahertz light 
detection using fast terahertz 
quantum well photodetectors
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Li1, Chang Wang1, Xu-Guang Guo2 & Jun-Cheng Cao1

The fast detection of terahertz radiation is of great importance for various applications such as fast 
imaging, high speed communications, and spectroscopy. Most commercial products capable of 
sensitively responding the terahertz radiation are thermal detectors, i.e., pyroelectric sensors and 
bolometers. This class of terahertz detectors is normally characterized by low modulation frequency 
(dozens or hundreds of Hz). Here we demonstrate the first fast semiconductor-based terahertz quantum 
well photodetectors by carefully designing the device structure and microwave transmission line for 
high frequency signal extraction. Modulation response bandwidth of gigahertz level is obtained. As 
an example, the 6.2-GHz modulated terahertz light emitted from a Fabry-Pérot terahertz quantum 
cascade laser is successfully detected using the fast terahertz quantum well photodetector. In addition 
to the fast terahertz detection, the technique presented in this work can also be used for optically 
characterizing the frequency stability of terahertz quantum cascade lasers, heterodyne detections and 
photomixing applications.

The terahertz wave1 with the frequency defined between 0.1 and 10 THz is of great interest due to its unique 
properties such as transparency for papers and plastic materials, abundant absorption “fingerprints” of various 
chemicals, and potential large communication bandwidth. In the previous dozens of years, the fast development 
of terahertz radiation sources (such as quantum cascade lasers (QCLs)2, 3, uni-travelling-carrier photodiodes4, 
frequency multipliers5, etc.) and detectors (pyroelectrics6, bolometers7, Golay-cell8, etc.) results in a significant 
progress of terahertz technology. Laboratory applications for example the terahertz imaging, data transmission, 
and spectroscopy have been already demonstrated9–13. Further advances in terahertz technology require fast 
detection of gigahertz frequency modulated terahertz radiation. The fast terahertz detector is the last component 
for implementing fast terahertz applications since the terahertz source employing the quantum cascade design 
has been already verified for being fast modulated upto 35 GHz14. Regarding the terahertz detectors, most thermal 
infrared detectors working at low modulation frequencies (dozens or hundreds of Hz) are therefore not able to 
detect the fast modulated terahertz wave. However, the quantum well photodectors (QWPs)15, 16 employing the 
electron intersubband transitions are supposed to work fast in the terahertz region due to the fast carrier relaxa-
tion time in picoseconds level. Actually in the mid-infrared wavelength range, room temperature high frequency 
heterodyne detection upto 110 GHz with small mesa quantum well infrared photodetectors has been already 
demonstrated in 2006 employing the air bridge technique and coplanar waveguide configuration17. However, in 
the terahertz regime, due to the diffraction limit the terahertz light coupling to a small QWP device is relatively 
difficult. And therefore, the high microwave frequency operation of terahertz QWP has been not yet reported.

Here in this work by utilizing a carefully designed microwave transmission line to efficiently extract the radio 
frequency (RF) signal, we first demonstrate the fast detection of GHz-modulated terahertz radiation using a ter-
ahertz QWP with a device area of 400 × 400 μm2. The electrical rectification measurements reveal that the QWP 
device has a modulation response bandwidth upto 4.3 GHz. As a proof for the fast detection, a 6.2-GHz modu-
lated terahertz light emitted from a long cavity terahertz QCL was successfully detected in terms of inter-mode 
optical beat note spectrum using the fast terahertz QWP.
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Experimental setup
Figure 1 shows the experimental setup employed for the fast terahertz detection. The terahertz light is generated 
from an electrically-pump terahertz QCL. Due to the resonant cavity, the laser light is inherently modulated by 
the cavity round trip frequency of ~c/2ln with c being the speed of light, l the cavity length, and n the refrac-
tive index. Two parabolic mirrors are used to collect and focus the terahertz light onto the QWP. To couple the 
polarized terahertz light into the QWP mesa, a 45° edge facet geometry is used. To facilitate the extraction of the 
high frequency signal from the terahertz QWP mesa, a 50-Ω microwave transmission line is mounted as close as 
possible to the QWP mesa as shown in Fig. 1. The transmission line consists of an AlN dielectric substrate which 
is gold-coated on the backside and a thin metallic layer gold on top of the substrate. To efficiently collect the 
microwave signal via the transmission line, the design criteria is to make the dielectric layer the same thickness 
as the terahertz chip thickness around 200 μm and in the meantime set the transmission line impedance to 50-Ω 
by adapting the width of the metallic line. The top contact of the QWP mesa is wire bonded and connected to the 
central strip line while the back contact to the gold-plated holes which are connected to the ground. To reduce 
the microwave signal attenuation as much as possible and apply voltage onto the QWP mesa, high performance 
coaxial radio frequency cables (Huber + Suhner Sucoflex 100) and SMA connectors are used. A bias-T with a 
bandwidth of 40 GHz and DC current limit of 0.5A is used to inject DC voltage to the QWP and simultaneously 
extract the high frequency signal via the AC port. The weak microwave signal is firstly amplified by a low noise 
amplifier with a gain of 30 dB and then sent to a spectrum analyser (upto 26.5 GHz) for characterizations.

The lower left inset of Fig. 1 shows the focused terahertz beam pattern measured by replacing the QWP with a 
terahertz imager. It can be seen that with two parabolic mirrors, the terahertz light can be focused in a 
quasi-Gaussian area at the focus of the second parabolic mirror. The vertical and horizontal widths of the beam 
pattern are measured to be 290 and 210 μm, respectively, whilst the wavelength of the laser emission is around 
71 μm. The upper right inset figure shows the schematic geometry of the QWP chip as well as the incident tera-
hertz wave. If we ideally assume the incident terahertz beam has a gaussian pattern with a diameter of d = 300 μm, 
the side length of the square mesa is supposed to be ≈d2 420 μm to fully absorb the incident terahertz emis-
sion. Because of this, we finally choose the mesa area of 400 × 400 μm2 in this work to balance the trade-off 
between photoresponse and device capacitance.

Results
Before demonstrating the fast terahertz detection, we first characterize the electrical and optical performances of 
the terahertz QWP. The measured dark current versus voltage characteristics of the 400 × 400 μm2 terahertz QWP 
at 5 K is shown in Fig. 2a, where the electrical hysteresis can be clearly observed. The QWP device is working at 
low current level of 10−7 A below 200 mV to achieve moderate background noise. Figure 2b plots the photo-
response spectra of the QWP at different bias voltages measured using a fast-scan Fourier Transform Infrared 
Spectroscopy. It can be seen that the spectra are peaked around 4.2 THz. The inset of Fig. 2b gives the peak 
responsivity as a function of voltage calibrated with a blackbody source. In the working voltage range between 100 
and 150 mV, the QWP device shows a peak responsivity of 0.7A/W. By measuring the noise spectral density 
expressed in A/ Hz, we finally obtain the noise equivalent power (NEP) of 0.4 pW/ Hz. Both the responsivity 
and NEP parameters show that the QWP is a sensitive detector for terahertz emission.

Due to the complexity or the difficulty of performing optical heterodyne measurements in the teraherz 
regime, the microwave rectification technique18 is an useful and simple way to investigate the high frequency 

Figure 1. Experimental setup of the fast terahertz detection using a microwave transmission line equipped 
terahertz QWP. The modulated terahertz light is generated from a 6-mm long cavity terahertz QCL working in 
continuous wave mode. Two off-axis parabolic (OAP) mirrors are used for light collection and collimation. The 
lower left inset shows the two-dimensional focused beam pattern of the terahertz QCL measured using a 
terahertz imager. The upper right inset is the schematic of the terahertz light incident on the QWP chip. d is the 
diameter of the terahertz beam and d2  the side dimension of the QWP chip to ideally absorb the terahertz 
radiation. SMA: SubMiniature version A, BNC: Bayonet Neil Concelman.
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characteristics of the QWP device. Instead of using two terahertz sources with a frequency separation in 
microwave range for heterodyne measurements, as shown in Fig. 2c we apply a microwave signal to the QWP 
via a Bias-T and measure the change in the DC voltage. The rectification relies on the nonlinearity of the 
voltage-current (V-I) curve and the microwave modulation amplitude. The rectified DC voltage at current I0, 
Vrect, can be written as19, 20

= ″V V I1
2 ’ (1)Irect RF,QWP

2
0

where ″V I0
 is the second derivative of the V − I curve at I0 and IRF,QWP is the effective current amplitude applied 

by the radio frequency (RF) source to the QWP device. The inset gives the parallel resistance-capacitance (R-C) 
equivalent circuit of the QWP device for modeling that will be discussed in detail later. The inductance L is intro-
duced by the wire bonds used for connecting the QWP mesa and the microwave transmission line. R and C are 
resistance and capacitance of the QWP mesa, respectively.

Figure 2d shows the measured rectified voltage as a function of frequency for the QWP device at various 
injecting microwave power. The bias voltage is set to an optimal value of 120 mV which corresponds to an electric 
field of 0.41 kV/cm. The measured 3 dB response bandwidth f3dB increases from 4.3 to 5.3 GHz with increasing the 
microwave power from 0 to 15 dBm. The data in Fig. 2d indicate that the QWP device is capable of responding to 
a high frequency modulated terahertz light with a carrier frequency around 4.2 THz. If we assume the rectified 
voltage has a frequency dependent roll off behavior of 1/[1 + (ωτ)2], where ω is the microwave frequency and τ 
is a characteristic time including contributions from the intrinsic carrier relaxation time and the R-C circuit, the 
characteristics time τ at 0 dBm microwave power can be derived as τ = 1/(2πf3dB) = 37 ps. It has been known that 
for the intersubband devices the intrinsic carrier relaxation time is normally in few picoseconds level. Therefore, 
the current QWP device is working in the R-C dominant mode.

In order to prove that the QWP device can work at high GHz frequency speed, we should find a suitable 
terahertz source for the fast detection. Actually the electrically-pumped terahertz QCL is an ideal source for this 
application due to the following reasons: (1) The emission frequency of a terahertz QCL can be intentionally 
designed to match the response frequency of the QWP, which therefore can result in strong photocurrent to 
improve the detection signal-to-noise ratio. (2) The terahertz light emitted from a terahertz QCL is naturally 
modulated at the cavity round trip frequency. Therefore by changing the cavity length, we are able to modify 

Figure 2. Device characterizations of the terahertz QWP. (a) The dark current versus voltage characteristics of 
the 400 × 400 μm2 terahertz QWP measured at 5 K. (b) Photoresponse spectra of the QWP device at different 
bias voltages. The inset plots the measured peak responsivity as a function of voltage. (c) Experimental setup of 
the rectification measurement. RL represents the 50-Ω transmission line. The inset is the equivalent circuit of the 
QWP device for microwave modelling. (d) The rectifications at different microwave power as the QWP is biased 
at 120 mV. The dashed lines show the −3 dB levels for 0, 5, and 15 dBm power values.
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the laser modulation frequency and then evaluate the detection speed of the QWP device. As shown in Fig. 2d 
the response modulation bandwidth of the 400 × 400 μm2 QWP is measured to be 4.2 GHz at 0 dBm RF power. 
So we need a long cavity terahertz QCL to lase with a modulation frequency close to the response modulation 
bandwidth ~4.2 GHz. Using a combined active region design of bound-to-continuum transition and resonant 
phonon scattering21, 22 for terahertz QCLs, we achieve an ultralow laser threshold current density of 50 A/cm2 
and thus the continuous wave (cw) operation of long cavity terahertz QCL is made possible23. Finally in this work 
we choose a 6-mm long terahertz QCL as a terahertz source for the fast detection. A typical emission spectrum 
of the QCL is shown in Fig. 3a (bottom X and left Y) measured using a Fourier transform infrared (FTIR) spec-
trometer with a spectral resolution of 3 GHz (0.1 cm−1). As a reference, the response spectrum of the QWP is also 
plotted in Fig. 3a (top X and right Y). The reddish area (from 4.1 to 4.35 THz) represents the peak response range 
of the QWP. We can see that the QWP photoresponse spectrum exactly covers the QCL emission spectrum and 
the devices are perfectly spectral matched. The measured mode spacing of the terahertz QCL emission is 6 GHz 
which is roughly following c/2ln.

Using the experimental setup depicted in Fig. 1, we successfully detect the fast modulated terahertz light. In 
Fig. 3b we show a typical RF spectrum measured with a spectrum analyser. The resolution bandwidth (RBW) used 
for this measurement is 100 kHz and the spectrum is obtained after 20 times average. A single line at 6.19896 GHz 
with a signal to noise ratio of 17 dB is clearly observed, which indicates that the QWP device can work as fast as 
6.2 GHz although the rectification shows a response modulation bandwidth of 4.3 GHz. In frequency domain, we 
can say that the RF line shown in Fig. 3 is originated from the inter-mode beating of the QCL longitudinal modes. 
Like the electrical beat note measurements14, 24, the optical beat note signal presented in this work therefore 
can indirectly characterize the coherence properties of terahertz modes. In Fig. 3c we show the RF spectrum in 
“Max hold” mode. With a time duration of 3 minutes, we see the spectrum spans over 150 kHz. The “Max hold” 
linewidth can be regarded as an indicator of the laser frequency stability. It is worth noting that the optical beat 
note measurement is an alternative to the electrical beat note for accurately characterizing the repetition rate and 
mode stability of QCLs. Since the source and the detector are spatially separated, this space can be used for other 
applications; for instance, the optical beat note imaging25. Currently, the optical beat note signal obtained in this 
work is weak, i.e., −75 dBm power and 17 dB signal to noise ratio as shown in Fig. 3b. The weak signal would 
strongly prevent the technique from high resolution imaging applications. However, if the phase locking26, 27 is 
implemented for the system, we can significantly improve the imaging resolution and contrast by employing the 
coherent imaging technique28.

Discussion
In this work we demonstrate that the fast terahertz QWP detector is capable of responding 6.2 GHz modulated 
terahertz light. We should remind that as we already elaborated in the text the 400 × 400 μm2 QWP device is 
working in the R-C dominant mode. Therefore, we have big space to further improve the response modulation 
bandwidth by optimizing the R-C circuit of the device. In Fig. 4 we plot the calculated rectified voltage for differ-
ent mesa side lengths using an expanded form of Equation (1)

Figure 3. Fast detection of terahertz light. (a) The emission spectrum of a 6-mm long terahertz QCL recorded 
in continuous wave mode at 15 K. The photoresponse spectrum of the terahertz QWP is shown for comparison. 
The reddish region shows the frequency range of the bottom X axis for the QCL measurement. (b) RF spectrum 
measured using the fast terahertz QWP. (c) RF spectrum recorded with the “Max hold” function of the 
spectrum analyser. The time duration for the “Max hold” measurement is 3 minutes.
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where j is the imaginary unit, τint = 4.8 ps18 is the intrinsic carrier relaxation time, Zdev = jωL + RQWP/(1 + jωRQWP-
CQWP) is the total impedance of the QWP device with L being the parasitic inductance caused by the short wire 
bonds, RQWP the differential resistance of the QWP obtained from the V − I curve of Fig. 2a, CQWP the capacitance 
of the QWP. In this calculation, RQWP is set to 105 Ω level and L = 0.1 nH. As shown in Fig. 4, with decreasing 
the side length to 10 μm, the 3 dB roll-off frequency is expected to reach 40 GHz. If we compare the 3 dB roll-off 
frequency with the R-C roll-off frequency, we can find that for larger side length, although the intrinsic carrier 
relaxation is fast, the roll-off is limited dominantly by the R-C circuit which leads to high device capacitance 
and low R-C roll-off frequency. However, once the side length is reduced to 10 μm, the situation is completely 
different. The calculated fRC for a 10 μm side length QWP is 843 GHz which is far greater than the overall 3 dB 
frequency of 40 GHz, which demonstrates that for small mesas the roll-off is limited dominantly by the intrinsic 
carrier relaxation time.

Due to the diffraction limit, the terahertz beam cannot be focused and confined in a 10 × 10 μm2 region. 
Therefore, to further improve the response speed of the current terahertz QWP, the device performance should 
be improved by, for instance, implementing grating coupler29, 30 or patch antenna31 techniques. On the other 
hand, the small QWP mesa can also work as a photomixer like a photoconductive antenna by using a metal-metal 
microcavity and a 50-Ω coplanar waveguide32.

It is worth pointing out that besides the terahertz QWP presented in this work, the Schottky barrier diodes 
(SBDs) and hot electron bolometers (HEBs) have been studied for long time and they also can be used either in 
direct detection or as nonlinear elements for frequency mixing (high speed operation)33–37. For SBDs, the main 
advantages are that they are able to work at room temperature and the response frequency can reach 10 THz for 
direct detection. Although SBDs don’t have the carrier relaxation time limitation for high speed operation, the 
intermediate frequency (IF) of SBD mixers is still limited by the device circuit due to the chip size, fabrication and 
packaging technology. Currently the commercial SBD mixers from Virginia Diodes can work up to few THz 
(greater than 2 THz is not commercially available) with an IF bandwidth of dozens of GHz38. Note that these high 
speed fragile SBD mixers are highly customized and special attentions should be paid for operating them. Also a 
high local oscillator (LO) power greater than 1 mW is required for the SBD heterodyne detection39. Unlike SBDs, 
the superconducting HEB is a thermal detector only working at cryogenic temperature below 5 K. However, it is 
enough sensitive for single photon detection37, while the NEP of SBDs lies in 10−10 W/ Hz level. In order to use 
a HEB as a mixer, it has to be fast. To achieve fast response for a desired IF of several GHz, the phonon-cooled 
microbridge should be thin enough (in few nanometers level) and the diffusion-cooled microbridge should be 
short (in few hundred nanometers level). The reported fastest HEB mixers based on NbN superconducting film 
can reach an IF bandwidth around 4–6 GHz39.

These two terahertz detectors, SBDs and HEBs, could be considered as strong competitors to terahertz QWPs. 
However, terahertz QWPs still show excellent advantages over SBDs and HEBs. Compared to SBDs, the tera-
hertz QWP is more sensitive and the NEP is two orders of magnitude lower than that of the SBD. Therefore, in 
principle terahertz QWPs need less LO power for heterodyne detection than SBD mixers. In this work, we are 
working with the terahertz QWP at 4.2 THz which is far beyond the frequencies of the commercially available 
SBD mixers. Concerning the IF bandwidth, here we first demonstrate that the terahertz QWP can work as fast 
as 6.2 GHz. As shown in Fig. 4, the terahertz QWP is expected to work as fast as 40 GHz by optimizing the chip 
size. If the integrated coplanar waveguide is implemented, the speed of the terahertz QWP device can be further 

Figure 4. Modelling of rectified voltage for terahertz QWPs with different dimensions. Calculated rectified 
voltage as a function of frequency upto 40 GHz for different mesa side lengths. For clear comparison, the 
rectified voltage is normalized. The horizontal dashed line shows the 3 dB attenuation power level. The inset 
gives the QWP capacitance CQWP calculated using a parallel-plate approximation and the R-C roll-off frequency 
fRC = 1/(2πRLCQWP) for a load resistance RL = 50 Ω for different side lengths.
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improved. We are hoping that after few years development the terahertz QWP can work as fast as, or even faster 
than the commercial room temperature SBD mixers. Compared to HEBs, terahertz QWPs show three main 
advantages. The first one is the operation temperature. Although terahertz QWP has to work at low tempera-
tures, the cooling requirement is not that high as HEBs. We can operate terahertz QWPs at 20–30 K which is 
20 K higher than HEBs. For the space heterodyne applications, this is a big improvement. The second one is that 
the HEB is easy to get saturated when it is illuminated by an external radiation, which makes it difficult for laser 
detection and active imaging applications. Nevertheless, the terahertz QWP has a much wider dynamic range and 
is suitable for various applications. The third advantage is the IF bandwidth. It is difficult to get an IF bandwidth 
larger than 7 GHz for HEB mixers. However, for terahertz QWPs, as we discussed before, the IF bandwidth can 
be significantly improved by optimizing chip size and antennas. A Single pixel HEB mixer pumped by a QCL LO 
has been already used for heterodyne detection of the neutral oxygen line40. Similarly, the terahertz QWP with a 
wavelength-matched QCL LO can be also used for terahertz heterodyne detections either on a balloon platform 
or in a satellite because of the above-mentioned advantages. Anyway, same as HEB mixers, it is still problematic to 
integrate the terahertz QWP and the QCL LO on a single chip though they are based on GaAs/AlGaAs materials 
and the fabrication processes for both devices are rather similar. One possibility to achieve the integration is to 
bond the QWP and QCL chips onto a patterned submount/carrier.

In conclusion we have demonstrated the fast detection of 6.2 GHz modulated terahertz light using a tera-
hertz QWP equipped with a 50-Ω microwave strip line for high frequency signal extraction. The calculation of 
frequency-dependent rectified voltage has shown that the modulation response bandwidth is limited by the R-C 
circuit roll-off for larger size QWP mesa. However, for smaller mesa the response bandwidth is mainly limited 
by the intrinsic carrier relaxation. Besides the fast terahertz detection, the technique presented in this work can 
also be used for optically characterizing the frequency stability of terahertz QCLs, heterodyne detections and 
photomixing applications.

Methods
Sample growth and device fabrication. The QWP is based on the one single photon design and the core 
region consists of 30-period AlGaAs/GaAs (80/18 nm) quantum well structure. The central 10 nm of the GaAs 
well is doped with Si to 5 × 1016 cm−3. The core region is sandwiched between the top and bottom GaAs contact 
layers. The whole QWP structure is grown using a molecular beam epitaxy (MBE) system on a semi-insulating 
GaAs (100) substrate. The aluminum concentration of the AlGaAs barrier is of great importance for determining 
the peak response wavelength. Here the aluminum fraction is set to 1.9%. The MBE-grown wafer is processed 
into mesa structures with top and bottom electrodes. The detailed fabrication process of the 45° edge facet QWP 
can be found in ref. 41.

The QCL used in this work is based on a Al0.25Ga0.75As/GaAs material system grown by a MBE system on a 
semi-insulating GaAs (100) substrate. The growth starts with a 400-nm thick n-type GaAs bottom contact layer 
followed by the active region which consists of 76 cascade periods. Finally, a 50-nm thick GaAs top contact layer 
with 5 × 1018 cm−3 doping is grown on top of the active region. The MBE-grown QCL wafer is processed into 
single plasmon waveguide lasers using the standard semiconductor laser processing technology, for instance, the 
optical lithography, wet and dry etching, electron beam evaporation, lift-off, and thermal annealing.

The as-cleaved QWP and QCL chips are indium-soldered on the copper base. Wire bonds are then used for 
the electrical injection. Finally the packaged devices are screwed onto the cold fingers of continuous-flow liquid 
Helium cryostats for low temperature measurements.

Experimental characterizations. Terahertz QWP performance characterization. The photoresponse 
spectra of terahertz QWPs with a spectral resolution of 4 cm−1 are measured using a Fourier Transform Infrared 
Spectrometer (FTIR) equipped with a Globar far-infrared broadband source. The peak responsivity of the QWP 
is calibrated using a 1000-K blackbody source. The noise spectral density is measured using a spectrum analyser 
with a resolution bandwidth of 1 Hz. To accurately measure the noise, a low noise current preamplifier (Stanford 
Research, SR570) with a sensitivity of 200 nA/V and a bandwidth of 2 kHz is used. The readout quantity from the 
spectrum analyser is in the unit of V/ Hz which can be converted to A/ Hz by considering the amplifier sensi-
tivity in A/V. Finally the NEP parameter can be derived from the peak responsivity and the noise spectral 
density.

Rectification measurement. The microwave rectification of the terahertz QWP is measured by employing the 
experimental setup shown in Fig. 2c. To read the rectified voltage using a lock-in amplifier, we amplitude mod-
ulate the RF source at a frequency of 20 kHz by a wave function generator. In order to get a strong modulation 
signal, we increase the peak-to-peak voltage of the wave function generator until a 95% modulation depth is 
obtained.

Terahertz QCL characterization. The emission spectrum of the 6-mm long terahertz QCL is measured using a 
FTIR. The terahertz light emitted from the QCL is coupled into the FTIR via a side input port using an off-axis 
parabolic mirror. The spectral resolution is set as 0.1 cm−1. To reduce the water absorption, the FTIR is under 
vacuum and the beam path out side the FTIR is purged with dry air.

Optical inter-mode beat note measurement. The optical inter-mode beat note of the terahertz QCL is measured 
using the fast terahertz QWP as shown in Fig. 1. The beat note spectra are recorded using a spectrum analyser 
with a bandwidth of 26 GHz. To measure the weak beat note signal, the optical alignment is critical. We do the 
alignment as follows: Firstly, we use a red diode laser with a piece of filter paper and a small aperture placed in 
sequence at the output port to imitate the QCL point source. It would be much easier to align the two parabolic 
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mirrors using the visible analogous point source. After the optics are well aligned, we replace the diode laser with 
our QCL. Here we have to put the QCL facet exactly at the same position of the diode laser. Then, we run the QCL 
to do the fine alignment using a terahertz camera (NEC, IR/V-T0831C). Finally we replace the terahertz camera 
with the fast QWP to perform the optical beat note measurement.
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